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The behavior of toroidal mode oscillations of standing Alfvén waves (refer to as standing Alfvén oscillations)
in the coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere system is investigated using a trapezoid-shape magnetosphere model. It
is found that the magnetic perturbation is transmitted across the ionosphere differently in the two cases where the
ionospheric electric field perturbation is static (Pedersen conductivity > Hall conductivity) and where it is inductive
(Pedersen conductivity < Hall conductivity). It is noted that the ionospheric Hall current for the inductive condition
shields the magnetic field perturbation. The north-south asymmetry of the conjugate ground magnetic perturbations
is calculated by using a trapezoid model with the ionospheric and magnetospheric parameters based on the IGRF and
IRI. It is revealed that the ionospheric electric field is almost static for the fundamental mode oscillation, whereas
inductive for the higher harmonic ones. It is also found that the north-south asymmetry of the ground magnetic
perturbations depends not only on the L-value but also on magnetic longitude; this is because the ionosphere and
magnetic field conditions are not uniform as a function of longitude.

1.

Introduction

to the ionospheric Pedersen current. They revealed that the
damping rate is maximized when the height-integrated Pedersen conductivity ( P ) is equal to the Alfvén conductance
( A ) of the resonant field line. Furthermore, for  P >  A ,
the damping rate is proportional to  P , and for  P <  A ,
the damping rate is inversely proportional to  P . Note that
the Hall conductivity was excluded in their analysis.
Another important effect of the ionosphere results from
the ionospheric Hall current, which causes a conversion from
Alfvén wave to fast-mode wave (e.g., Tamao, 1965) and produces the ground magnetic perturbation (e.g., Nishida, 1964,
1978; Inoue and Horowitz, 1966a,b; Hughes and Southwood,
1976a,b). Tamao (1984) argued that the Alfvén and the fast
mode waves have static and inductive electric fields, respectively. That is, the electric field of the Alfvén wave is given
by
δE⊥,sta = −∇⊥ ,
(1)

Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves excited in the magnetosphere cause the ultra-low-frequency (ULF) pulsations
observed on the ground. The extensive ground network observations carried out in the STEP period revealed many important features of ULF pulsations. For example, Yumoto
et al. (1994) showed that, from the 210◦ magnetic meridian
ground network observations, most Pc 3–4 pulsations associated with the interplanetary impulses are standing Alfvén oscillations of the magnetic field lines. It is widely accepted that
standing Alfvén oscillations are excited by a field line resonance (FLR) (Chen and Hasegawa, 1974; Southwood, 1974).
Tamao (1964) first presented the idea of FLR. Since there
are many observational findings based on ground magnetic
observations, we need to evaluate theoretically the ground
magnetic perturbations associated with standing Alfvén oscillations. To evaluate them, we need to take ionospheric
modification of standing Alfvén oscillations into consideration.
The ionosphere has two important effects on the behavior
of standing Alfvén oscillations. One is ionospheric Joule
dissipation which causes damping of standing Alfvén oscillations (Newton et al., 1978; Allan and Knox, 1979a). Allan
and Knox (1979a) analytically derived the damping rate due

and that of the fast mode wave is given by
δE⊥,ind = −

∂
∇⊥ × (ê),
∂t

(2)

where  and  are scalar functions and ê is a unit vector
directed parallel to the main magnetic field. These equations
show that the Alfvén wave and the fast mode wave have divergent and rotational horizontal electric fields, respectively.
These two electric fields are connected to one another via
the Hall current. As regards the ground magnetic perturbation, Poulter and Allan (1985) and Allan (1995) investigated
the ground magnetic perturbation associated with standing
Alfvén oscillations. They calculated the ground magnetic
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ionosphere system.
The ionosphere and the magnetosphere are usually regarded as asymmetric along a magnetic field line with respect to the equator. Then, it is likely that this asymmetry of
the magnetosphere-ionosphere system yields the asymmetry between the conjugate ground magnetic perturbations.
Therefore, it is another target of the present paper to evaluate
the north-south asymmetry of the ground magnetic perturbations based on model calculations.
The structure of the present paper is as follows. In Section 2, we explain the model and the basic equations. In
Section 3, using the numerical results, we show how the behavior of standing Alfvén oscillations is controlled by the
magnetospheric and ionospheric parameters. In the latter
part of this section, the north-south asymmetry of the ground
magnetic perturbations due to the asymmetric parameters
investigated. In Section 4, the conjugate asymmetry of the
ground magnetic perturbations is calculated using a trapezoid
model with the ionospheric and magnetospheric parameters
obtained from the IRI and IGRF. Then a comparison of results of the present study and the observational study using
data from the 210◦ MM chain is carried out. In the last section, the effect of the additional parameters are discussed and
the results in the present paper are summarized.

2.

Fig. 1. The schematic figure of the model used in the present study. The
inner and outer boundaries are located at x = 0 and x0 . The ionospheres
at x = 0 are located at z = ±1 (± refer to the northern and southern
ionospheres, respectively) and at x = xout , z = ±(1 + z 0 xout ). The
distance between the ionosphere and the Earth is d. The z coordinate of
the magnetic equatorial plane is z = 0.

perturbations using the following procedures; first, the electric field of the Alfvén wave in the ionosphere with only  P
is obtained; next, the Hall current is derived as the product of the ionospheric electric field thus obtained and the
height-integrated Hall conductivity ( H ). This Hall current
produces the ground magnetic perturbation. The procedure
is not self-consistent because only  P is taken into account
in the first step.
Recently, Yoshikawa and Itonaga (1996) and Buchert and
Budnik (1997) examined the self-consistent procedure. They
reported that the ionospheric Hall current modifies the behavior of standing Alfvén oscillations when the wave frequency becomes higher or  H / P becomes larger. That
is, the damping of standing Alfvén oscillations is controlled
not only by the Pedersen conductivity but also by the Hall
conductivity for this case. This fact also indicates that, in
order to obtain theoretically the ground magnetic perturbation associated with standing Alfvén oscillations, we need to
consider both the Pedersen conductivity and the Hall conductivity in the ionospheric boundary condition. In the present
paper, to evaluate the ground magnetic perturbation under
the anisotropically conducting ionosphere, we calculate selfconsistently electromagnetic perturbations associated with
standing Alfvén oscillations in the coupled magnetosphere-

Model and Basic Equations

2.1 Model
The model is schematically shown in Fig. 1. A trapezoidshape magnetosphere model is used in the present study.
Even though standing Alfvén oscillations is ideally a 1D
phenomenon, the latitudinal width of standing Alfvén oscillations must be considered because the pure standing Alfvén
oscillation without latitudinal spread (e.g., Poulter and Allan,
1985) does not produce a ground magnetic perturbation.
Physically speaking, the ionospheric Hall current makes the
Alfvén mode electromagnetic perturbation spread horizontally in the ionosphere.
The model includes the magnetosphere and an infinitely
thin ionosphere, which has height-integrated Pedersen and
Hall conductivities. The main magnetic field is assumed to
be straight and inclined to the ionosphere in the trapezoid
model. A free parameter z 0 assigns the magnetic inclination
to the ionosphere. The spatially non-uniform Alfvén speed
(V A ) is given by the following equation:


V A (x, z) = {V A,is

z
− V A,eq (x)}
z is (x)

2
+ V A,eq (x), (3)

where V A,is and V A,eq (x) are respectively the Alfvén speed in
the ionosphere and in the equatorial plane. z axis is parallel to
the main magnetic field and z coordinates of the ionosphere is
denoted by z is which is a function of x. V A,is is considered to
be constant in each ionosphere. V A,eq monotonically varies
with x like
out
in
V A,eq (x) = (V A,eq
− V A,eq
)

x
in
+ V A,eq
.
xout

(4)

out
in
and V A,eq
are the Alfvén speed in the equatoHere V A,eq
rial plane at the outer boundary (x = x out ) and that in the
equatorial plane at the inner boundary (x = xin = 0). In the
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out
present paper, V A,eq
/V A,eq
= 4, xout = 0.25, V A,is = 10 and
the height of the ionosphere (d) = 0.01 are chosen unless
we specify these values otherwise. The numbers of the grid
points are 12 in the x direction and 31 in the z direction. V A is
normalized to V A,eq (x0 ), where x0 = 6xout /11. We analyze
standing Alfvén oscillations on the field line at x = x0 .
2.2 Basic equation and ionospheric boundary conditions
In the cold MHD regime, electromagnetic field perturbations are given by

∂δB
,
∂t
∂δE⊥
1
∇⊥ × δB = 2
V A (x, z) ∂t

∇ × δE⊥ = −

(5)

inclination angle. Bearing in mind that l⊥  l , this ratio is much smaller than 1 unless I  0 (in the equatorial
ionosphere). Therefore, the second term is neglected in the
present study. In addition, the first term in r.h.s. of Eq. (11)
vanishes in the present model when N̂ is uniform.
The magnetic field perturbation just below the ionosphere
corresponds to that on the ground for the present approximation in which the latitudinal width of the wave  d. We
consider the case where the azimuthal wave number (m number) is 0, which means that there is no coupling of standing
Alfvén oscillations and the fast-mode oscillation in the magnetosphere.

(6)

3.

(e.g., Lee and Lysak, 1989), where δE⊥ and δB are the electric field perturbation perpendicular to the main magnetic
field and the magnetic field perturbation, respectively. Eliminating δB from Eqs. (5) and (6), we have the electric field
perturbation at frequency ω is given by
ω2
V A2 (x, z)

δE⊥ = ∇⊥ × (∇ × δE⊥ ).

(7)

The orthogonal grid system necessary for the finite difference
scheme is obtained through the boundary-fitted coordinate
technique; the original coordinates, (x, z), are transformed
to the boundary-fitted coordinates, (ξ, η), using following
relations:
1+ξ
xout ,
2
η
z = (2 + (1 + ξ )xout z 0 ).
2

x=
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Numerical Results

In this section, the ground magnetic perturbation associated with standing Alfvén oscillations is investigated. Before
showing the results, we shall verify that the model derives
physically correct results. This is done by the comparing
the numerical values of the ionospheric electric field with
the previous works of Yoshikawa and Itonaga (1996) and
Yoshikawa et al. (1999) as follows.
3.1 Verification of our model
The behavior of standing Alfvén oscillations in the trapezoid model is controlled by the three magnetosphere/ionosphere parameters, i.e. the ionospheric conductivity, the inclination of magnetic field lines and the ratio of the Alfvén
speed in the ionosphere to that in the equatorial plane. Note
that the trapezoid model has straight field lines unlike the

(8)
(9)

In the (ξ, η) system, the trapezoid model has a square shape
defined by |ξ | ≤ 1 and |η| ≤ 1.
Tamao (1984, 1986) has presented the set of equations
describing the ionosphere boundary conditions for oblique
magnetic field. We need alternative expressions for Tamao’s
equations to permit further numerical analysis. Using mathematical manipulation similar to that employed by Itonaga
et al. (1995), we obtain
iωμ0  P ∇δEt + iωμ0  H N̂ (∇ × δEt )
= −( N̂ · ẑ)(ẑ · ∇)(∇δE⊥ ) −

ω
VA

2

( N̂⊥ δE⊥ ),
(10)

iωμ0  P N̂ (∇ × δEt ) − iωμ0  H ∇δEt
= − N̂ (∇ × δE⊥ )(∇ N̂ ) − N̂ ( N̂ · ∇)(∇ × δE⊥ )
+

N̂ (∇ × δE⊥ )
,
d

(11)

where ẑ is the unit vector along z axis or the main magnetic
field. Here δEt is the wave electric field tangential to the ionosphere and N̂ is the unit vector normal to the ionosphere. The
ratio of the second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (10) to the first term
is estimated as (ω/V A )2 ( N̂⊥ δE⊥ )/( N̂ · ẑ)(ẑ · ∇)(∇δE⊥ ) 
(l⊥ /l ) cot I where l and l⊥ are the field-aligned and latitudinal scales of standing Alfvén oscillations and I is the

Fig. 2. The 2D profiles of the electric field intensity associated with the
standing Alfvén oscillation (|δ E x |) and that of the fast mode wave induced through the ionospheric Hall current (|δ E y |). Parameters are
¯ P0 = 
¯ P0 = 100, z 0 = 0 and V A,is = 10. Note that the main

magnetic field is perpendicular to the ionosphere (z 0 = 0).
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Fig. 3. Latitudinal (x-direction) intensity profiles of the electric field perturbations in the ionosphere (top), those of the magnetic field perturbations just
above the ionosphere (middle) and those on the ground (bottom). The parameters are same as that used in Fig. 2. In each panel, the x and y components
are represented with the solid and dotted lines, respectively.

curved ones in a dipole field. The dipole magnetic field features the convergence of magnetic flux toward the ionosphere
leading to an increase in electromagnetic field intensity toward the ionosphere. This effect is not included in the present
trapezoid model.
First, spatial structures of the second mode of standing
Alfvén oscillations are shown in Fig. 2. This figure shows
electric field perturbations associated with the second harmonic standing Alfvén oscillation (δ E x ) and the fast mode
wave (δ E y ) generated through the ionospheric Hall current.
We use z 0 = 0,  P =  H = 100 A0 in both ionospheres,
where  A0 = 1/μ0 V A,eq (x0 ).  P and  H are normalized as
¯ P0 =


P
,
 A0

¯ H0 =


H
,
 A0

(12)

throughout the present study. Note that the Alfvén conductance of the second harmonic Alfvén oscillation normalized
to  A0 is about 0.23. Since  P is larger than  A0 in Fig. 2,
standing Alfvén oscillations have nodes in the ionosphere.
Figure 3 shows latitudinal profiles of electric field perturbations in the ionosphere (top), the magnetic field perturbations
just above the ionosphere (middle) and those on the ground
(bottom). The parameters used for Fig. 3 are as same as for
Fig. 2. The solid and dotted lines represent the x and y components respectively in each panels. Figures 2 and 3 clearly
demonstrate that the Alfvén-mode electric field (δ E x ) shows
the standing-wave behavior and that the fast-mode electric
field (δ E y ) exhibits an evanescent behavior. Note that δ B y
on the ground is zero. This is consistent with the theoretical
analysis that δ B y on the ground vanishes when the azimuthal
wave number, m = 0 (e.g., Nishida, 1978). The disappearance of δ B y on the ground indicates verifies our numerical
calculations.
Next, we investigate the dependence of the ionospheric
electric field on the ionospheric conductivity. Yoshikawa and

Itonaga (1996) and Yoshikawa et al. (1999) discussed the importance of  H that yields the inductive electric field from
the static one. From their results,  H also contributes to the
reflection of the Alfvén wave. That is, the ionospheric inductive electric field produced by the Hall current reduces the resultant static field. The total ionospheric electric field including the effect of  H is given by equation (11) in Yoshikawa
et al. (1999). We rewrite the equation as follows:
δ E x,is
2
=
,
ˆ 2H /D
ˆ
δ E xi
1 +  P + kA 

(13)

where δ E xi is the incident electric field, D = k F + ik x
ˆ = μ0 V A  P , 
ˆ H = μ0 V A  H , kA =
ˆ ,
coth(k x d) + kA 
 P P
ω/V A , k F = (kA )2 − k x2 and k x is the wave number in the
x direction.

Fig. 4. δ E x,is /δ E x,max of the second mode standing Alfvén oscillation as
¯ P0 (= 1, 10, 100 and 1000)
¯ H 0 . The ratios for 4 cases of 
functions of 
are shown.
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Next the numerical results are verified using Eq. (13). To
do so, the electric field in the ionosphere normalized by the
maximum electric field along the resonant field line of the
second harmonic mode (δ E x,is /δ E x,max ) is shown as a func¯ H 0 in Fig. 4. Equation (13) is derived under the
tion of 
situation of the entrance and reflection of the Alfvén wave.
Although such a situation differs from the standing oscillation, Equation (13) is the boundary condition for the standing
oscillation. Then δ E x,max is regarded as δ E xi . Note that the
exact values of this ratio from the model and the equation
cannot be compared to each other but the dependence can be
¯ P0 in the
discussed. Each lines is for a different value of 
range from 1 to 1000. The range of the conductivity variation is extremely large in order to show the dependence on
the conductivity clearly. Note that the main magnetic field
is assumed to be perpendicular to the ionosphere (z 0 = 0).
¯ P0 .
This figure reveals that δ E x,is is not determined only by 
ˆ
When  P is much larger than the other terms in the denominator of Eq. (13), δ E x,is /δ E xi is inversely proportional to
ˆ P . This condition where the ionospheric electric field is

determined only by  P is referred to as the static condition
ˆ 2H /D is the most
(c.f., Poulter and Allan, 1985). When kA 
dominant term, on the other hand, δ E x,is /δ E xi is proportional
to  H −2 . From now on, the condition where the inductive
electric field is effective is called the inductive condition (c.f.,
Yoshikawa and Itonaga, 1996).
It is interesting that the demarcation of the static and inductive conditions depends on the absolute value of the con¯ P0 = 1 is efductivity. In Fig. 4, the inductive field for 
¯ P0 and that
¯ H 0 is several times as large as 
fective when 
¯ H 0 is as same as 
¯ P0 .
¯ P0 = 1000 is effective when 
for 
From our estimation, the two terms have same absolute val¯ H 0 = 12.5
¯ P0 for 
¯ P0 = 1 and 
¯ H 0 = 1.05
¯ P0
ues when 
¯ P0 = 1000. In this estimation, the values of k x = 4,
for 
d = 0.01, V A = 2.9 are used. These relation is consistent
with the results shown in Fig. 4.
From the discussion above, it is clear that the present numerical analysis yields the results consistent with previous
works.
3.2 Behaviors of standing Alfvén oscillations
We investigate the behavior of standing Alfvén oscillations
in the trapezoid model with various magnetosphere/ionosphere parameters. The second harmonic mode of standing
Alfvén oscillations is considered because the magnetic perturbation is maximized in the equatorial plane. Hereafter,
the following notations are used; δ Bx,gr d is the ground magnetic perturbation, δ B y,is is δ B y just above the ionosphere
and δ B y,eq is that in the equatorial plane (Note that δ B y,eq
of the second harmonic Alfvén oscillation is the maximum
δ B y ).
3.2.1 Ionospheric conductivity The ratio of δ Bx,gr d
to δ B y,is is presented in Fig. 5, which shows that the en¯ H 0 results in the ionospheric shielding effect for
hanced 
the magnetic field perturbation as well as the reduction in the
ionospheric electric field for the inductive condition. As the
ground magnetic perturbation is proportional to the Hall current (which is a product of the Hall conductivity and the electric field), the ground magnetic perturbation is proportional
to  H in the static condition and the inversely proportional
in the inductive condition.
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Fig. 5. The same as Fig. 4 for δ B x,gr d /δ B y,is .

To clarify the relationship between the conductivities and
the ground magnetic perturbations analytically, the following
equation is derived using the same procedure as Eq. (13):
ˆH
δ B x,gr d
ik x

=
.
ˆ P + kA 
ˆ 2H /D
δ B y,is
D sinh(k x d) 

(14)

Since the second term in the denominator of Eq. (14) is neglected for the static case, we have the following equation:
ˆH
δ B x,gr d

ik x

,
ˆP
δ B y,is
D sinh(k x d) 

(15)

which indicates that, when the ionospheric electric field is
static, the Hall conductivity does not lead to a shielding effect for the ground magnetic perturbation. Equation (15) also
demonstrates that the ground magnetic perturbation normalˆ H /
ˆ P . If 
ˆ P is sufficiently
ized to δ B y,is is proportional to 
A ˆ
large, k  P becomes the dominant term in D and the ground
ˆ H /
ˆ P 2 . On the
magnetic perturbation is proportional to 
other hand, in the inductive case, the second term of the
denominator of Eq. (14) is dominant. Then Equation (14)
becomes
δ B x,gr d
1
ik x
 A
.
(16)
ˆ
δ B y,is
k sinh(k x d)  H
From this equation, δ Bx,gr d /δ B y,is is seen to be inversely
ˆ H . This can be called the magnetic shieldproportional to 
ing effect due to ionospheric Hall current (Tamao, 1984;
Fujita, 1985). This equation also shows that δ Bx,gr d /δ B y,is
ˆ P . Note that
in the inductive condition is independent of 
the two-step procedure of deriving the ground magnetic perturbation employed by Poulter and Allan (1985) and Allan
(1995) did not reproduce the magnetic shielding effect due
to the ionospheric Hall current.
Whether the ionospheric electric field is static or inductive
controls the north-south asymmetry of the ground magnetic
perturbation. In Fig. 6, the ratio of δ Bx,gr d in the northern
hemisphere to that in the southern hemisphere (δ Bx,gr d (N/S))
¯ H 0 in the northern
¯ P0 or 
is shown as a function of only 
hemisphere. From now on, the notations of (N) and (S) are
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¯ P0 (N) and 
¯ H 0 (N). In this figFig. 6. δ B x,gr d (N/S) as functions of 
¯ P0 (S) = 
¯ H 0 (S) = 100. The line with notation of “
¯ P0 (N)”
ure, 
¯ P0 (N) with 
¯ H 0 (N) = 100 and
shows δ Bx,gr d (N/S) as a function of 
¯ H 0 (N) with
¯ H 0 (N)” shows δ Bx,gr d (N/S) as a function of 
that of “
¯ P0 (N) = 100. In both cases, z 0 = 0 and V A,is = 10 in both hemi
spheres. An arrow in this figure shows the position where the conditions
in the northern and southern ionospheres are same.

Fig. 7. δ B x,gr d (N/S) of the first three harmonics of the standing Alfvén
¯ H 0 (S) = 
¯ P0 (N) = 
¯ P0 (S) = 10.
oscillation. The conductivities are 

referred to as components in the northern and southern hemispheres, respectively. To investigate the effect of varying
¯ P0 (N)), we set 
¯ P0 (N) = 100 (
¯ H 0 (N) = 100)
¯ H 0 (N) (

¯
¯
and  H 0 (S) =  H 0 (S) = 100. Both ionospheres are perpendicular to the main magnetic field. When δ E x,is (N) is
¯ P0 (N) → 1000 or dashed line for
static (solid line for 
¯
 H 0 (N) → 1), δ Bx,gr d (N/S) < 1 because δ Bx,gr d is proportional to  H / P . For the inductive condition, δ Bx,gr d
¯ H 0 . Note that,
is larger in the hemisphere with smaller 
¯
¯ P0 (N) → 1),
¯
when  P0 (N) <  P0 (S) (solid line for 
δ Bx,gr d (N) > 1 because of the shielding effect of  P .
Next, let us consider the north-south asymmetry of the
ground magnetic perturbations associated with the fundamental, second, and third harmonic standing oscillations.
¯ H 0 (N) for
Figure 7 presents δ Bx,gr d (N/S) as a function of 
¯
10 ≤  H 0 ≤ 100. It is interesting that, in this range of
¯ H 0 , δ Bx,gr d (N) > δ Bx,gr d (S) for the fundamental oscilla
tion, whereas this relation is reversed for the second and third

Fig. 8. δ E x,is /δ E x,max (a) and δ B x,gr d /δ B y,is (b) as functions of z 0 .
¯ H 0 /
¯ P0 (= 0.1, 1, 10 and 100) are shown
The ratios in 4 cases of 
¯ P0 = 10).
(

Fig. 9. re (defined in Eq. (17) and rb (Eq. (18)) derived from the result of
¯ H 0 /
¯ P0 . The solid and dashed lines are re and
Fig. 8 as functions of 
rb , respectively.

¯ H 0,
harmonics. Let us explain this feature. In this range of 
the ionospheric condition for the Alfvén oscillation is the
transition between the static and inductive conditions. For
the higher harmonics, the eigenfrequency becomes larger;
this fact implies that the ionospheric electric field tends to be
more inductive for the higher harmonics. Bearing in mind
that the ionosphere makes the ground magnetic perturbation
smaller in the inductive condition, we can understand that the
ground magnetic perturbation is much reduced for the higher
harmonics. The present result implies that, for conjugate observations, the north-south intensity relationship for longerperiod pulsations (e.g., Pc 5 pulsation) may be opposite to
that of a shorter-period one (e.g., Pc 3). As shown later, in
the daytime condition,  H is usually larger than  P and the
Alfvén conductance ( A ) is usually 10 times smaller than the
ionospheric conductivity. Therefore, the north-south intensity ratio of the pulsations is likely dependent on frequency.
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3.2.2 Magnetic inclination Ionospheric transmission
of the magnetic perturbation associated with standing Alfvén
oscillations in the static condition exhibits the feature different from that in the inductive condition. Here, we investigate
how the behavior of standing Alfvén oscillations is affected
by magnetic inclination. The two ratios, δ E x,is /δ E x,max and
δ Bx,gr d /δ B y,is , are plotted as functions of z 0 in Fig. 8. The
¯ P0 = 10 and 
¯ H 0 /
¯ P0 = 0.1, 1, 10
parameters used are 
and 100. From Fig. 8(a), we can see that δ E x,is /δ E x,max
¯ H 0≤ 
¯ P0 (
¯ H 0= 1
increase with z 0 at least in the case of 
and 10).
To investigate the effect of the magnetic inclination in de¯ H 0 -dependence of re , which is
tail, Figure 9 illustrates the 
defined as


δ E x,is 
δ E x,is 
/
.
(17)
re =


δE
δE
x,max z 0 =1.0

x,max z 0 =0.0

The parameter re denotes control of the ionospheric electric
field by the magnetic inclination. It is clear from Fig. 9
that the ionospheric electric field relative to the maximum
electric field becomes larger along with increasing z 0 for
¯ P0 = 0.1 and 1 (the static condition), whereas it does
¯ H 0 /

¯ P0 = 10 and 100 (the inductive
¯ H 0 /
not vary so much for 
condition). This feature is also seen in δ Bx,gr d /δ B y,is shown
in Fig. 8(b). Moreover, Figure 9 presents rb defined as


δ Bx,gr d 
δ Bx,gr d 
/
.
(18)
rb =
δ B y,is z0 =1.0 δ B y,is z0 =0.0
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Fig. 10. δ B x,gr d (N/S) as a function of z 0 (N). In this figure, z 0 (S) = 0.5
¯ P0 (N) = 
¯ P0 (S) = 10. 
¯ H 0 (N) and 
¯ P0 (S) is 10 (solid line) and
and 
100 (dashed line). The conditions of both ionosphere are same except
the inclination. But they are same where the arrow points.

The variation of rb is essentially as same as re .
Let us consider further the physical implication of the numerical results. In the case that the ionospheric electric field
is static, Allan and Knox (1979b) derived the boundary condition including the effect of the inclination when  H is
ˆ P has the factor of sin I in the
neglected. They showed that 
ionospheric boundary condition. As a result, the following
relation is derived from Eq. (14):
ˆH
δ B x,gr d
ik x

=
.
ˆ P sin I
δ B y,is
D sinh(k x d) 

(19)

√
to be 2. In
Using this relation, rb is analytically found
√
¯ H 0 /
¯ P0 =
Fig. 9, rb is about 1.4 which is close to 2, for 
0.1 and 1 respectively. On the other hand, it is difficult to
manipulate the effect of the inclination to  H in an analytical
way. Therefore, we investigate the effect of the magnetic
inclination on the behavior of standing Alfvén oscillations
in the inductive condition using the numerical results. For
the inductive condition, δ Bx,gr d /δ B y,is in the case of z 0 = 0
led to Eq. (16), which shows that δ Bx,gr d /δ B y,is is inversely
ˆ H . If 
ˆ H also has the same factor as 
ˆ P,
proportional to 
√
that is sin I , rb must be equal to 2 respectively. However,
¯ H 0 /
¯ P0 = 10 and 100 is about 1.1, which shows that
rb for 
¯ P0 .
¯ H 0 is smaller than that of 
the variation of the effect of 
Consequently, the effect of the inclination is not significant
for the inductive condition.
The above discussion suggests smaller north-south asymmetry in the ground magnetic field due to the north-south
asymmetry in the inclination for the inductive condition. In
¯ H 0 = 10 = 
¯ P0 (alFig. 10, δ Bx,gr d (N/S) for the cases 
¯
¯
most the static condition) and  H 0 = 100 = 10 P0 (the

Fig. 11. δ E x,is /δ E x,max (a), δ B x,gr d /δ B y,is (b) as functions of V A,is . The
values of the conductivities are as same as Fig. 8.

inductive condition) are shown with z 0 (S) = 0.5. The ionospheric conductivity is north-south symmetric and the only
¯ H 0 = 10),
variable is z 0 (N). For the static condition (
δ Bx,gr d (N/S) is nearly proportional to sin I . Since the magnetic inclination (I ) reduces  P by sin I , the effective  P (=
 P sin I ) is larger (or smaller) in the northern hemisphere
for z 0 (N) < z 0 (S) (or z 0 (N) > z 0 (S)). As explained above,
¯ P0 reduces the ground magnetic perturbation in the
larger 
static condition. On the other hand, for the inductive con¯ P0 ), the inclination does not af¯ H 0 = 100 = 10
dition (
fect the transmission of the magnetic perturbation across the
ionosphere. Thus, the inclination effectively controls the
behavior of standing Alfvén oscillations only in the static
condition.
3.2.3 Equatorial plane-ionosphere V A ratio We investigate how the behavior of standing Alfvén oscillations
changes according to variation in V A,is /V A,eq (V A,is and
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Fig. 12.
δ B x,gr d (N/S) as a function of V A,is (N).
¯ P0 (N,S) = 
¯ H 0 (N,S) = 10.
z 0 (N,S) = 0 and 

V A,is (S) = 10,

V A,eq are the Alfvén speeds in the ionosphere and in the
equatorial plane on the field line concerned). As noted before, since the trapezoid model has straight magnetic field
lines, the flux tube convergence that appears in the real magnetosphere is not considered here. Therefore, we consider
only the effect of partial reflection of the Alfvén wave due to
the increase in V A along the field line.
Figure 11 shows δ E x,is /δ E x,max and δ Bx,gr d /δ B y,is as
functions of V A,is for the same conductivity values used in
Fig. 8, but the main magnetic field is perpendicular to the
¯ P0 (= 10) is larger than the Alfvén conionosphere. Since 
ductance (= 1 for V A,is = 1 and 0.42 for V A,is = 10), δ E x
has a node and δ B y has an anti-node in the ionosphere. It is
evident from Fig. 11(a) that δ E x,is /δ E x,max decreases with
increasing V A,is . This feature can be explained by the partial
reflection of the Alfvén wave in the magnetosphere where V A
increases as one moves toward the ionosphere along the field
line. Figure 11(b) shows the decreases of δ E x,is /δ E x,max and
¯ H 0.
δ Bx,gr d /δ B y,is with increasing V A,is are dependent on 
It is evident from Fig. 11(b) that δ Bx,gr d /δ B y,is is almost
¯ H 0 /
¯ P0 ≤ 1 (the static condition)
independent of V A,is for 
¯ H 0 /
¯ P0 ≥ 10
and that it decreases with increasing V A,is for 
(the inductive condition). For the static condition, the first
term of the denominator in Eq. (14) is dominant, while for
the inductive condition, the second term (which is dependent
on the frequency) is dominant. In fact, the eigenfrequency of
standing Alfvén oscillations is affected by V A,is and thus the
ground magnetic perturbation is affected by V A,is as well.
We now investigate the asymmetry of the ground magnetic
perturbations invoked by the north-south asymmetry of the
field-aligned variation in V A . The present model assumes the
field-aligned profile of V A defined by Eq. (3). Thus, the larger
V A,is indicates that V A becomes larger as one moves toward
the ionosphere. Figure 12 shows δ Bx,gr d (N/S) as a function
¯ P0 =
of V A,is (N) in the case where V A,is (S) = 10 where 
¯
 H 0 = 10 in both ionospheres. The main magnetic field
is perpendicular to the ionosphere. Since the ionospheric
conductivities in both hemispheres are the same, the variation of δ Bx,gr d (N/S) with V A,is (N) is the same whether the
ionospheric electric field is static or inductive. Here only the

static case is treated. This figure indicates that δ Bx,gr d in
the hemisphere with larger V A,is is smallest. This feature is
interpreted as follows; first, partial reflection of the Alfvén
wave due to the increase in V A along the field line reduces the
electric field perturbation of the Alfvén wave moving toward
the ionosphere. Then the larger V A,is becomes, the smaller
will be the ionospheric electric field perturbation associated
with the Alfvén wave. Thus, the ground magnetic perturbation, which is the product of the ionospheric electric field
and  H , is smallest in the hemisphere with larger V A,is .
Note that asymmetry of V A in the actual magnetosphere
is produced by the asymmetries of the main magnetic field
intensity and the plasma mass density. The former is associated with convergence of the magnetic flux towards the
ionosphere. This convergence may yield an intensification
of the electromagnetic field perturbation in the hemisphere
with the larger main magnetic field intensity. The flux convergence effect introduces a bias in the north-south asymmetry of the ground magnetic perturbations independent of
season. On the other hand, the partial reflection effect yields a
smaller electromagnetic field perturbation in the hemisphere
with larger V A . When the asymmetry in V A is invoked by
the plasma mass density asymmetry, the partial reflection
effect introduces the seasonal variation of the north-south
asymmetry. Therefore, it is possible to compare the seasonal
variation of the asymmetry derived in the present numerical
analysis to that observed.

4.

The Ground Magnetic Perturbations Associated with Standing Alfvén Oscillations in the
Realistic Model

Using the realistic values of ionospheric conductivity, magnetic inclination, the height of the ionosphere (d) together
with a reasonable equatorial plane-ionosphere ratio of V A ,
we evaluate the asymmetry of the ground magnetic perturbations at the conjugate points. Note that the present model
employs straight magnetic field lines, which differ from the
actual dipole magnetic field. In spite of this difference, we
can find important features of the north-south asymmetry of
the ground magnetic perturbations by using the present model
calculation. We investigate the latitudinal and longitudinal
dependence of asymmetries at the conjugate points for three
L values (2, 4 and 6) and 4 magnetic longitudes ( = 0◦ ,
90◦ , 180◦ and 270◦ ). In obtaining the coordinates of the conjugate points, the dipole coordinates, which is measurably
different from the geomagnetic coordinate, is used in order
to clear reasons of the longitudinal dependence. However,
we can investigate the dependence because the value of the
asymmetry is not mentioned.
4.1 Assignment of the realistic physical values
As regards the Alfvén speed in the ionosphere (V A,is ), the
north-south asymmetries of the plasma mass density and the
magnetic field intensity should be taken into consideration.
We use IRI90 (Bilitza, 1990) for the estimation of the plasma
density. Bearing in mind that standing Alfvén oscillations
with long wavelength feel V A averaged along the field line,
the ion density averaged in the region from 80 to 2000 km
is assumed to contribute to V A,is . IGRF95 (IAGA, 1995)
is used for the magnetic field intensity. Then, V A,is (N) and
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Table 1. The eigenfrequencies of standing Alfvén oscillation on three
L-shells used for the derivation of the Alfvén speed in the equatorial
plane.

L

Freq. (mHz)

6

6.0

Samson and Rostoker (1972)

4

10.7

Samson and Rostoker (1972)

2

27.5

Ziesolleck et al. (1993)

Reference

V A,is (S) are given by

2B0 (N)
V A,is (N) = V A,eq L 1 + 3 cos θ L
B0 (N) + B0 (S)
√
√
ρ(N) + ρ(S)
×
(20)
√
2 ρ(N)

2B0 (S)
V A,is (S) = V A,eq L 1 + 3 cos θ L
B0 (N) + B0 (S)
√
√
ρ(N) + ρ(S)
×
(21)
√
2 ρ(S)
where θ L , B0 , and ρ are respectively the colatitude of the foot
point of an L-shell, the total magnetic field in the ionosphere,
and the plasma mass density. The variation of V A along the
field line is proportional to z 2 as shown in Eq. (3).
IRI90 and CIRA72 (Rees, 1988) are used for calculation
of the height-integrated ionospheric conductivity. This integration range of 80–180 km includes the peak in the height
profile of the ionospheric conductivity. The values of Pedersen and Hall conductivities at the upper boundary become
smaller than one third of each peak values. We also employ
100 as the sunspot number because this value is roughly averaged one. The local time is assigned as 12 LT because
Pc pulsations are mainly observed in the daytime. To investigate the seasonal dependence, the conductivities in the
equinoctial and solstitial months (March, June, September
and December) are calculated.
To obtain the ionospheric conductivity normalized to the
Alfvén conductance, we need values of the Alfvén speed
in the equatorial plane (V A,eq ) for each L-shell. These values are derived from comparisons between the observational
eigenfrequencies as listed in Table 1 and calculated ones.
Bearing in mind that the eigenfrequency of standing Alfvén
oscillations depends on the ionospheric conductivity and the
Alfvén conductance, we need to specify these two conductivities in the observations. Samson and Rostoker (1972)
analyzed Pc 4 and Pc 5 events along a Canadian meridian (L ≥ 4) during northern summers of two years. The
conductivity of the southern conjugate ionosphere is probably smaller than the Alfvén conductance of the field line at
L = 6 because the ionosphere is located in the dark hemisphere Actually, the present procedure yields an ionospheric
conductivity of 0.16 S and an Alfvén conductance of 0.35 S.
Thus, standing Alfvén oscillations can be regarded as having
an anti-node of the electric field perturbation in the southern
ionosphere. On the contrary, in the northern ionosphere, the
conductivity becomes larger than the Alfvén conductance.
This implies that the oscillation has a node of the electric
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field perturbation in the ionosphere. Thus, the fundamental
standing Alfvén oscillation in L = 6 may become a quarterwave mode (Allan and Knox, 1979a). In order to obtain
V A,eq at L = 6, we calculate the eigenfrequency using ionospheric conductivities larger than the Alfvén conductance
¯ H 0 = 1000) in the northern ionosphere and
¯ P0 = 
(e.g., 
¯ H 0 = 0) in the
¯ P0 = 
conductivities smaller than it (e.g., 
southern ionosphere. On L-shells of L = 2 and 4, standing
Alfvén oscillations seem to have nodes of the electric field
perturbations in the both ionospheres. At these L-shells,
the eigenfrequencies calculated with large ionospheric conductivities in the both ionospheres are compared with the
observed frequencies. As a result, V A,eq thus evaluated are
1090 km/s, 990 km/s and 1250 km/s for L = 2, 4 and 6,
respectively.
The height of the ionosphere (d) is normalized to the length
of the field line. Since this height is 100 km, the values of d
are 0.0176, 0.0065 and 0.004 for L = 2, 4 and 6, respectively.
The inclinations are also obtained from IGRF95.
4.2 Characteristic features of asymmetry of the conjugate ground magnetic perturbations
First, the dependence on L-value of δ Bx,gr d (N/S) associated with the three harmonics on the L-value is investigated. Figure 13 shows δ Bx,gr d (N/S) at three conjugate
points (L = 2, 4, 6) at 270◦ longitude. From this figure, it
can be seen that δ Bx,gr d (N/S) of the second and third harmonics is smaller in the summer hemisphere than in the winter
hemisphere and while its value for the fundamental mode is
almost constant.
This feature gives us a hint in specifying the interaction
between the ionosphere and standing Alfvén oscillations, as
to whether the static condition or the inductive one is appropriate. For the inductive condition, δ Bx,gr d /δ B y,is is proportional to 1/ H . As  H in the summer is larger than that
in the winter,  H (N/S) reaches its maximum in June and
its minimum in December. This variation of  H yields the
seasonal variation of δ Bx,gr d (N/S); it is larger in winter and
smaller in summer. This variation is consistent to that of
δ Bx,gr d of the second and third harmonics shown in Fig. 13.
In the static condition, on the other hand, δ Bx,gr d is proportional to  H / P . As  H / P is almost constant during the
year, δ Bx,gr d does not vary so much. Consequently, only
the ionospheric electric field associated with the fundamental mode is static, whereas, those of the higher harmonics are
inductive.
The results described above indicate that the two-step
procedure of evaluating the ground magnetic perturbation
(Allan, 1995) is valid for the fundamental mode oscillation
because the ionospheric electric field is almost static. As for
the higher harmonics, we need to treat the interaction be-

Table 2. The ratios of the amplitudes of pulsations at two conjugate pairs
located on 210◦ MM chain.

Pc 3
Pc 4–5

KOT/MCQ (High Lat.)

MSR/BRV (Low Lat.)

winter > summer

north > south

north > south

—
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Fig. 13. The dependence of seasonal variations of δ Bx,gr d (N/S) on the
L-value. The results of this figure are calculated with realistic parameters
in equinoctial and solstitial seasons. The solid, dashed and dotted lines
show the fundamental, second and third harmonics respectively. The top,
middle and bottom panel are for L = 6, 4 and 2, respectively.

tween the MHD wave and the anisotropic conducting ionosphere in a self-consistent manner.
Next, the dependence of the δ Bx,gr d (N/S) on the magnetic
longitude is investigated. Figure 14 shows seasonal variations of δ Bx,gr d (N/S) at the conjugate points for L = 6. The
dependence on the harmonics is the same as shown in Fig. 13
except for June at  = 0◦ and December at 180◦ . The reason for this exception will be explained later. The seasonal
variations of δ Bx,gr d (N/S) at  = 90◦ are similar to that at
270◦ , while those at  = 0◦ are different from those at 180◦ .
Particularly, at the solstice, δ Bx,gr d (N/S) at  = 0◦ reach
a minimum, while at  = 180◦ it reaches a maximum. Its
values at  = 90◦ and 270◦ are somewhere in between.
It seems curious that the seasonal variation of δ Bx,gr d (N/S)
depends on longitude. This is attributed to the difference
between the geographic and geomagnetic coordinates. That
is, the conjugate points at  = 90◦ and at 270◦ are at the
same distance from the geographic equator. On the other
hand, at  = 0◦ and at 180◦ , the conjugate points shift
southward and northward, respectively. In June,  H (N/S)
increases at  = 0◦ and decreases at  = 180◦ . As δ Bx,gr d
of the second and third modes are proportional to 1/ H (see
Eq. (16)). δ Bx,gr d at  = 0◦ is smaller and that at  = 180◦
is larger.
The seasonal variation of the asymmetry for the fundamental mode exhibits anomalous behavior at  = 0◦ and

180◦ . The exceptionally enhanced asymmetry for the fundamental mode (at L = 6) is explained by the difference of
the ionospheric conductivities in the conjugate ionospheres.
The difference in ionospheric conductivities is due to the fact
that solar illumination is best ordered in geographic coordinate. In magnetic coordinate, conjugate points are therefore
not expand to the same solar illumination and thus feature
different ionospheric conductivities. For example, in June
the ionosphere experiences almost daytime conditions in the
northern hemisphere and nighttime conditions in the southern hemisphere at  = 0◦ . Therefore, the asymmetry of
the ionospheric conductivities between the conjugate points
at  = 0◦ is quite enhanced. Note that the conductivity in
the southern ionosphere falls to less than the Alfvén conductance, whereas, that in the northern ionosphere remains
larger than the Alfvén conductance. Therefore, the electric field associated with standing Alfvén oscillations has an
anti-node in the southern ionosphere and a node in the northern ionosphere (i.e., quarter wave) and δ Bx,gr d (S) becomes
much smaller than δ Bx,gr d (N). Thus δ Bx,gr d (N/S) of the fundamental mode becomes largest in June at  = 0◦ . Note that
the anomalous seasonal variation of the asymmetry does not
appear at L = 4. This is because the ionospheric conductivity is not so small as to make the mode in the ionosphere an
anti-node.
4.3 Comparison with observations
There are several works that have considered the conjugate
asymmetry of the ground magnetic perturbations (e.g., Saito
et al., 1989 and reference therein). As described before, only
variations can be treated in comparing the numerical results
with observations. Here, we compare the present results with
the data acquired in the ground-based magnetic observation
campaign called the 210◦ MM observation (Yumoto et al.,
1992). In this campaign, the H-components of Pc pulsations at conjugate pairs were analyzed in order to investigate
the north-south asymmetries of the Pc 3–5 power at high
(L ∼ 5.4) and low (L ∼ 1.6) latitudes. These data were obtained in the northern hemisphere summer (1993/6–8) and
northern hemisphere winter (1993/12–1994/2) at Kotzebue
(KOT: 66.88◦ , 197.40◦ geographic), Macquarie Isle. (MCQ:
−54.50◦ , 158.95◦ ), Moshiri (MSR: 44.37◦ , 142.27◦ ) and
Birdsville (BRV: −25.54◦ , 139.21◦ ). As shown in Table 2,
a preliminary analysis of the 210◦ MM data reveals that Pc
3 power at low latitudes and Pc 4–5 power at high latitudes
are larger in the hemisphere with a smaller main magnetic
field strength (KOT > MCQ, MSR > BRV). It is also found
that Pc 3 power at higher latitudes is larger in the winter
hemisphere than in the summer hemisphere.
Let us compare the observations with our numerical results. Since the observations present only qualitative results
on the north-south asymmetry, we discuss the asymmetry
by comparing the ionospheric and magnetospheric parameters in both hemispheres. In Table 3, we show parameters of conjugate pairs estimated as described in Section
4.1. Let us first look at the high-latitude observation (KOTMCQ pair). As the magnetic inclination at KOT is almost
the same as MCQ (The ratio of sin I at KOT to at MCQ is
0.991), the asymmetry of δ Bx,gr d is caused by differences
in the conductivity and the Alfvén speed. At those latitudes, the longer-period pulsations (Pc 4–5) are considered
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Table 3. Ratios of the values of parameters in the northern hemisphere to those in the southern hemisphere (N/S) at the 210◦ MM stations estimated using
realistic models (IGRF, IRI, CIRA).

Station pair

sin I

KOT/MCQ

0.991

MSR/BRV

northern season

H

 H / p

VA

summer

1.97

0.98

0.87

winter

0.33

1.07

0.99

summer

1.24

1.00

0.93

winter

0.70

0.91

1.04

1.01

Fig. 14. The dependence of seasonal variations of δ Bx,gr d (N/S) on the magnetic longitude (= 0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ and 270◦ ). The way of the estimation of the
parameters are as same as Fig. 13.

to be the fundamental mode oscillations, which have a static
electric field in the ionosphere. For static conditions, as
described before, δ Bx,gr d is proportional to  H / P when
 P >  A . From our estimation,  P at KOT and MCQ is
larger than  A in both hemispheres.  H / P (KOT/MCQ) is
proportional to the asymmetry of δ Bx,gr d (KOT/MCQ) due
to the ionospheric conductivity. As δ B y,is decreases with
V A,is , moreover, V A,is (KOT/MCQ) shows that the asymmetry of δ Bx,gr d is due to the Alfvén speed. Thus both parameters are considered to influence asymmetry of δ Bx,gr d .
Besides, V A,is (KOT/MCQ) is smaller than 1 in both seasons (0.87 in northern summer and 0.99 in northern winter). These calculations suggest δ Bx,gr d (KOT/MCQ) >
1 in the northern winter case. In the northern summer,
 H / P (KOT/MCQ) < 1 and V A,is (KOT/MCQ) < 1 but
V A,is (KOT/MCQ)   H / P (KOT/MCQ). Thus, this result indicates δ Bx,gr d (KOT/MCQ) > 1 and therefore our
calculations are consistent with observations. For the higher
harmonics (Pc 3) featuring the inductive ionospheric electric
field, δ Bx,gr d may be larger in the winter hemisphere because
smaller  H in the winter hemisphere at KOT and MCQ reduces the shielding effect due to the ionospheric Hall conductivity. The asymmetry in V A which is smaller than that

for  H is not significant. Thus, in both cases of longer- and
shorter-period oscillations, our study is consistent with observations at higher latitudes obtained using the 210◦ MM
chain. This suggests that the convergence of the magnetic
flux tubes toward the ionosphere has no significant influence
in the high latitude case.
Finally, let us consider the asymmetry observed at lower
latitudes during the 210◦ MM observation campaign. Pc 3
corresponds to the fundamental mode.  H / P (MSR/BRV)
and V A,is (MSR/BRV) are 1.00 and 0.93 in the northern summer and 0.91 and 1.04 in the northern winter, respectively.
Note that the inclinations of the magnetic field at both stations
are also almost the same. From these values, our calculations
suggest that δ Bx,gr d (MSR/BRV) of the fundamental mode
is larger than 1 in the northern summer and smaller than 1 in
the northern winter. This result is consistent with the observations in the northern summer, whereas it is not consistent
for the northern winter. This discrepancy would not disappear even in a dipole magnetosphere model because the flux
tube convergence tends to yield a larger magnetic intensity
in the hemisphere with larger main magnetic field intensity.
We need to enhance the effect of the partial reflection of the
Alfvén wave by the field-aligned increase in V A in order to ob-
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tain a result consistent with the observations. We need more
realistic model of V A along a field line in addition to using
a dipole model. As well, the validity of the thin-ionosphere
assumption should be re-considered when the lower-latitude
phenomena are treated.

5.
5.1

Discussion and Conclusion

Effects of the height of the ionosphere and the latitudinal wave number
Equation (13) indicates that the height of the ionosphere
(d) and the latitudinal wave number (k x ) also affect the ground
magnetic perturbation. We can estimate quantitatively how
variations of d and k x affect the ionospheric electric field; we
shall consider the static and inductive cases because this classification is important for assessing the north-south asymmetry of the conjugate ground magnetic perturbations.
In the present study, we use d (the height of the ionosphere
normalized to the half-length of the field line) = 0.01. When
the actual height of the ionosphere is assumed to be about
100 km, the length of the magnetic field line is 20000 km
corresponding to L  3. At higher latitudes (L > 3), d
should be smaller than 0.01. Equations (13) or (14) indicates
that smaller d (i.e., the case of the higher latitude) reduces
the inductive electric field. Therefore, we can conclude that
the magnetic shielding effect due to the ionospheric Hall
current tends to appear in the more enhanced Hall conductivity. From Eq. (14), we also find that smaller d enhances the
ground magnetic perturbation. In evaluating latitudinal variations in the conjugate asymmetry of the ground magnetic
perturbations in the latter part of this section, d is adjusted
to the field line length at the relevant latitude.
Next, we briefly consider the latitudinal width of standing Alfvén oscillations. Strictly speaking, the pure standing
Alfvén oscillation does not have the latitudinal width. However, such an oscillation has no magnetic effect on the ground
because of severe spatial attenuation in the neutral atmosphere (Hughes and Southwood, 1976a). Only the Alfvén
wave coupled with the fast magnetosonic mode wave has
finite latitudinal width (Southwood, 1974). However, it is
still quite difficult to treat self-consistently the interaction
between the coupled oscillation and the anisotropically conducting ionosphere. Bearing in mind that the behavior of
the oscillation at the resonant field line is almost Alfvénic,
we considered the ionosphere-Alfvén wave interaction as a
working model for ground-based observations. Therefore,
the latitudinal width is assigned here as a parameter. Similar
to the case for d, it is possible to investigate the effect of the
latitudinal width ( 1/k x ) based on Eqs. (13)–(16). As for
the disturbances with the latitudinal extent larger than d, we
can see that k x almost disappears for k x d  1. This fact
indicates that the variation of k x ( 1/ latitudinal width) has
no significant influence on the ionospheric electric field.
5.2 Conclusion
We investigated the ground magnetic perturbation associated with standing Alfvén oscillations using a model magnetosphere with the anisotropically conducting ionosphere.
In this model, the main magnetic field lines are straight and
have an arbitrary inclination angle to the ionosphere. First,
the general features of the ground magnetic perturbation
associated with standing Alfvén oscillations were investi-

gated in the static condition of the ionospheric conductivity
( P >  H ) and in the inductive case ( P <  H ). Effects of
the ionospheric conductivity, inclination angle and the equatorial plane-ionosphere V A ratio are also investigated. The
main results are summarized as follows.
1) In the static condition, the intensity of the ground magnetic perturbation normalized to the magnetic perturbation just above the ionosphere is proportional to  H / P .
In the inductive condition, it is proportional to 1/ H .
When  H in the both ionospheres are the same, the
ground magnetic perturbation is larger in the hemisphere with smaller  P . When  P in the both ionospheres are the same, it is larger in the hemisphere with
larger  H in the static condition and smaller in the hemisphere with smaller  H in the inductive condition.
2) The magnetic inclination controls the ground magnetic
perturbation normalized to the magnetic perturbation
just above the ionosphere mainly in the static condition.
If the ionospheric conductivities of both hemispheres
are same, the ground magnetic perturbation is larger in
the hemisphere with smaller inclination. In the inductive condition, on the other hand, the ground magnetic
perturbations in the both hemispheres are same even if
the inclination angles are different.
3) The intensity of the ground magnetic perturbation normalized to the magnetic perturbation just above the
ionosphere decreases with the Alfvén speed in the ionosphere mainly in the inductive condition. The ground
magnetic perturbation is larger in the hemisphere with
the smaller Alfvén speed in the ionosphere due to the
partial reflection of the Alfvén wave within the trapezoid
model that does not have curved magnetic field lines.
This partial reflection effect is counteracted by the magnetic flux convergence associated with the dipole magnetic field, although this effect is excluded in the present
model. As a result, the asymmetry of the ground magnetic perturbation is independent of the ionospheric condition (static or inductive). Note that the north-south
asymmetry of the ground magnetic perturbations derived from the partial reflection mechanism may involve
seasonal variation because V A is affected not only by the
main magnetic field intensity but also by the plasma density that exhibits seasonal variation. On the other hand,
the magnetic flux tube convergence effect produces a
DC bias in the asymmetry independent of season.
In the next part, we evaluate asymmetry of the conjugate ground magnetic perturbations by using the ionospheric
conductivity based on the IRI model as well as the fieldaligned V A profile and magnetic inclination based on the
IGRF model. The magnetic flux convergence effect that is
excluded in the present trapezoid model is qualitatively discussed. The results are as follows.
1) The calculation based on realistic parameters reveals
that the fundamental mode has a static electric field in
the ionosphere. Therefore, the two-step procedure of
obtaining the ground magnetic perturbation from standing Alfvén oscillations (Allan, 1995) is valid for the fun-
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damental mode. On the other hand, the higher harmonic
modes represent the inductive case. The Hall conductivity plays an essential role in the ionospheric reflection
and transmission of standing Alfvén oscillations.
2) The north-south asymmetry of the ground magnetic perturbations depends on not only the L-value but also the
magnetic longitude; this is because the ionosphere and
magnetic field conditions are not uniform in the longitude.
The model used here is still quite artificial. The present
trapezoid model ignores the curvature of the main magnetic
field lines. When the curvature is taken into account, a decrease in the cross section of the magnetic flux tube toward the
ionosphere may amplify the electromagnetic field perturbation associated with the Alfvén wave propagating toward the
ionosphere. We need to employ the dipole magnetosphere
model in the next study to consider quantitatively these effects.
Only the stationary standing Alfvén oscillation is considered in the present paper. Note that this is also quite idealized picture of the actual phenomena in which we need to
take into account the other physical mechanisms (for example, the phase mixing effect) when we try to compare the
observed data and the present numerical results. However, it
seems interesting to compare the numerical results with observations by evaluating the magnetospheric magnetic perturbation from the ground based magnetic perturbation. The
ground observations are now continuously carried out using
a network of stations. Combination of the ground-based observations and the quantitative numerical model should open
a new stage of research in this field.
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